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SpeedForSale.com’s Installation Guide Series:
Stainless Steel Braided Brake Lines for 2009 GT-R
THIS ‘ALCON SUPER KIT (BIG BRAKE SYSTEM)’ CAN BE PURCHASED HERE:
https://www.speedforsale.com/nissangtrparts/alcon-alcon-brake-super-stock-free-shipping-p1033.html?osCsid=eov3tet1vbrorgunmorkip8906
YOU CAN ALSO VIEW OUR ‘STAGED POWER UPGRADES’ HERE:
https://www.speedforsale.com/nissangtrparts/speed-sale-speedforsale-staged-power-upgrades-p1030.html?osCsid=2airirkvjdgqclcjmqfiildbt3

Time:
3 Hours plus brake line fluid bleeding
Difficulty:
Brake installation is easy. Brake bleeding is considered moderate since it requires multiple
people and proper method to do correctly.
Description:
This description provides a brief overview of the installation of the Alcon Big Brake ‘Super Kit’
for the R35 Nissan GTR
Tools Needed:
10mm Allen socket
12mm socket
10mm Line wrench
11mm Bleeder wrench
13mm Line Wrench
Torque Wrench
Preparation:
-BE SURE TO DOWNLOAD AND PRINT OUR INSTALLATION ARTICLE FOR THE
STAINLESS STEEL BRAIDED BRAKE LINES, AS YOU WILL NEED THEM:
http://www.speedforsale.com/staff/files/BrakeLinesGTR.pdf
-Raise and support the vehicle.
-Remove wheels.

Instructions:
For the front:
1. Remove the brake line assemblies from the metal hard line on the inner fender.
2. Remove the 12mm bolt that is in the center of the caliper. This is not reused.
3. Remove the two 10mm allen bolts. Remove the washers from the bolts and set them aside
(they are reused without the washers).

4. Remove caliper and brake rotor, and set them aside.
5. Place the new rotor onto the hub. It is marked on the edge with it's rotation direction, as
well as the box being marked.
6. Set the loaded caliper in place on the rotor and bolt into place. Torque the bolts to 74 ft/lbs.

7. Finally, install the brake hard line and stainless steel braided lines. The Alcons’ brake fluid
hard line has two different sides. The larger side goes to the caliper, and the other goes to the
junction block for the brake lines. To install the stainless steel braided lines, please view our
installation article here: http://www.speedforsale.com/staff/files/BrakeLinesGTR.pdf

For the rear:
1. Remove the brake line from the metal hard line of the body (you can leave it attached to
the caliper). Remove the two 10mm allen bolts and remove the caliper.
2. Making sure the parking brake is off, remove the brake rotor.

3. Transfer the small rubber dust cover onto the new brake rotor, then install it onto the car.

4. Put the caliper in place and torque the bolts to 58 ft/lbs.
5. Install the brake line into the back of the caliper and tighten it before installing the other
end onto the body.

To bleed the air from the brake lines, please follow this process:
1. Perform a typical brake bleed with someone pumping the driver’s pedal and keeping an
eye on the fluid level in the brake master cylinder while another person opens and closes the
bleeder screws, ensuring that the brake pedal is not released while the bleeder screws are
open, thus not allowing any air to be pulled back into the system. If this were to happen, you
need to start the bleeding process over! Bleed the brakes by using the following bleeder
screw order: Right rear outside bleeder, Right rear inside bleeder, Left rear outside bleeder,
Left read inside bleeder, Right front outside bleeder, Right front inside bleeder, Left front
outside bleeder, Left front inside bleeder. When I bleed these brake kits, I go around the car
twice for good measure, but is not required.
2. Be sure to clean the Anti Corrosion coating and any grease or oil from the rotors thoroughly
before reinstalling the wheels.
3. Reinstall the wheels and drive slowly around a safe area to confirm good brake feel. Once
you confirm proper brake feel, go to an open stretch of road or racing track to bed the brake
pads.

Here is the proper pad/rotor bedding procedure, per Alcon’s technical department:
1. What does ‘bedding’ mean and do?
The purpose of bedding the disc is to deposit an even transfer layer of friction material on to
the surface of the disc. The secondary reason for bedding the disc is to thermally condition
the disc. The objective of bedding the pad is to take the pad through a heat cycle during
which the resins contained within the pad are cured, additionally, any high spots on the
surface of the pad are removed. After the discs have been bedded and allowed to cool, the
disc and pads should be ready for competition use.
2. Use of bedded discs in competition
Care needs to be taken during the bedding procedure to obtain the best performance and life
from discs and pads. The bedding of discs and pads on the car immediately prior to
competition use ensures that the face of the disc and pad are mated, removing any high
spots. Lightweight discs are particularly sensitive to potential problems during use, as failure
to correctly bed the discs and pads can result in problems including:
• Long pedal
• Poor feel and modulation
• Vibration
• Premature wear
• Disc cracking
All discs can suffer from premature cracking, this is normally caused by thermal shock,
occurring when the disc is either cooled or heated too quickly. Additionally, an excessive rate
of disc temperature increase can result in failure of the heat to be absorbed into both braking
faces and the vanes evenly. Any significant temperature variation between the opposing
flanges, including the mounting flange, can cause and promote disc coning and stresses
within the disc cheeks, normally leading the problems listed above.

Heavier-weight discs are more stable and less prone to these problems, due to the increased
structural rigidity gained from 48 vane design and generally increased flange thickness.
To prevent these problems, an appropriate and proven bedding procedure needs to be
followed. We suggest that the following procedures are employed:
3. Bedding instructions
• Make 5 – 10 light stops from slow speed and light pedal pressure to complete system
check.
• Undertake 15 decelerations from 80 to 40 kph, light to moderate pedal pressure. (2.5 3.0 seconds, line pressure 20 bar)
• Undertake 15 decelerations from 120 to 60kph, light to moderate pedal pressure. (4.0
seconds, line pressure 20 bar)

